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IONODES CitySafe is a platform to securely share video with law enforcement Real-Time Crime Centers and other partners to 
create safer, more prosperous urban environments. With IONODES CitySafe, municipalities and law enforcement, as well as 
retailers, enterprises, and educational institutions can view and share live and recorded streams to reduce incident response 
times, streamline threat identification, deter crime, and aid prosecutions.

Featuring built-in Genetec™ Security Center VMS integration, IONODES CitySafe provides instant access to live and recorded video 
from any connected camera, from any remote site connected to IONODES CitySafe. The solution brings together disparate video 
surveillance systems to provide secure, comprehensive video monitoring and response capabilities—from a single pane of glass.

Empower Real-Time Crime Centers (RTCCs)
IONODES CitySafe is a secure, cost-effective and easy-to-deploy solution that works with any camera, connecting people and 
places for instant visibility. Reduce crime and improve the safety and wellbeing of all citizens.
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How It Works
IONODES CitySafe starts with the PERCEPT Gateway, a small onsite edge appliance that seamlessly connects to local IP 
cameras in a few short steps, without an onsite IT specialist. A secure and encrypted gateway for live video, the PERCEPT 
Gateway keeps local recording of all connected cameras for a configurable time.  

Secure remote access to PERCEPT Gateways is provided by PERCEPT Cloud, a cloud-based device and video management 
platform that provides centralized management for any number of remote site gateways and cameras. PERCEPT Cloud 
offers device management and instant access to live and recorded video stored on every gateway through a simple, powerful 
web-based interface. No video is stored in the cloud. 

IONODES CitySafe includes native support through a Genetec™ Security Center VMS plugin that allows your Genetec systems to 
securely connect to PERCEPT Cloud to access on-demand, live or recorded video from any camera, from any enrolled PERCEPT 
Gateway. This native integration allows law enforcement to ingest IONODES CitySafe live and recorded streams to support 
monitoring by officers trained on Security Desk and Citigraf.

What’s Needed 
IONODES CitySafe requires the deployment of one or more PERCEPT Gateways at each remote site. These PERCEPT Gateways 
are designed to work with any IP camera. If you don’t currently have cameras installed at one or more sites, our team can help you 
choose the right cameras for your needs. 

The PERCEPT Gateway is currently offered in two configurations. Choosing the correct model for your deployment will depend 
on how many cameras are connected at each site. Gateways come with everything needed to run your system for 3 years, 
including a subscription to PERCEPT Cloud and an IoT LTE data plan. The built-in and pre-activated LTE connectivity 
enables remote management and configuration and can be upgraded to provide guaranteed access to critical video 
streaming, regardless of onsite internet connectivity or bandwidth limitations.

PERCEPT Gateways

Trusted Leader

IONODES pushes the boundaries of video technology, delivering innovative products that enhance people’s lives while ensuring their 
safety and security. We help government, commercial and enterprise organizations, including Fortune 500 companies around the 
world, solve operational challenges by providing smart and connected IoT video solutions that can be easily integrated into 
existing workflows and business processes.

Contact our sales team at sales@ionodes.com
Or, visit ionodes.com/CitySafe to learn more about the solution

How to Demo or Purchase

PERCEPT GW32
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32 cameras

PERCEPT GW08
Manages up to 
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